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Abstract. Additional Z′ gauge bosons are predicted by a wide variety of extensions of the standard
model (SM). Possibilities include TeV-scale bosons with electroweak coupling, very light bosons
which nearly decouple from the standard model particles, and bosons which communicate with a
quasi-hidden sector. A broad survey is given of the theoretical possibilities and of the physics impli-
cations for particle physics and cosmology. Several novel examples, including light Z′s suggested
by PAMELA, Stueckelberg Z′s, and Z′s associated with the mediation of supersymmetry breaking,
are described.
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MOTIVATIONS
An additional Z′ gauge boson is one of the best motivated extensions of the standard
model or MSSM. String and grand unified theories often involve large underlying
groups, or (in the case of Type IIa constructions) promote SU(n) groups to U(n). In
many cases, it is more difficult to break the U(1)′ generators than the non-abelian
ones, implying that extra Z′s may survive to low energies as accidental remnants of
the symmetry breaking. Also, many supersymmetric U(1)′ models provide a natural
solution to the µ problem. In that case both the SU(2)×U(1) andU(1)′ breaking scales
are set by SUSY breaking scale (unless the breaking is associated with a flat direction),
so one naturally expects the Z′ mass to be comparable to the electroweak scale, up to
an order of magnitude or so. Similarly, alternative electroweak models (such as left-
right symmetry) or alternatives to the elementary Higgs mechanisms, e.g., dynamical
symmetry breaking or Little Higgs models, involve new TeV scale physics and extended
gauge groups that often lead to new TeV-scale Z′s. Models in which the standard
model gauge bosons can propagate in large and/or warped extra dimensions involve
Kaluza-Klein excitations, with M∼R−1∼ 2 TeV×(10−17cm/R) in the large dimension
case. Another aspect is that Z′s may provide a weak coupling between the ordinary
sector of matter and other sectors associated with dark matter or with supersymmetry
breaking. Finally, the existence of an extra Z′, especially at the TeV scale, would have
extensive implications for collider physics and cosmology. In this talk I will describe
selected recent developments. More general treatments may be found in several recent
reviews [1, 2, 3].
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THE STANDARD MODELWITH ADDITIONALU(1)′S
The interactions of the photon (A), Z (i.e., Z01) and other flavor-diagonal neutral gauge
bosons with fermions is
−LNC = eJµemAµ +g1Jµ1 Z01µ︸ ︷︷ ︸
SM
+
n+1
∑
α=2
gαJ
µ
αZ
0
αµ , (1)
where gα are the gauge couplings (with g1 = g/cosθW ), and the currents are
Jµα =∑
i
f¯iγµ [εαL (i)PL+ ε
α
R (i)PR] fi. (2)
εαL,R(i) are the U(1)α charges of the left- and right-handed components of fermion fi,
and the theory is chiral for εαL (i) 6= εαR (i). It is often convenient to instead specify the
charges Qα for the left-chiral fermion fL and and left-chiral antifermion f cL ,
Qα f = εαL ( f ) Qα f c =−εαR ( f ). (3)
For example, the SM charges for the uL and ucL are Q1u =
1
2 − 23 sin2θW and Q1uc =
+23 sin
2θW . One can similarly define the U(1)α charge of the scalar field φ as Qαφ .
For a single extra Z′, the Z−Z′ mass matrix after symmetry breaking is
M2Z−Z′ =
(
M2Z0 ∆
2
∆2 M2Z′
)
. (4)
If, for example, the symmetry breaking is due to an SU(2)-singlet S and two doublets
φu =
(
φ0u
φ−u
)
, φd =
(
φ+d
φ0d
)
, then
M2Z0 =
1
4
g21(|νu|2+ |νd|2), ∆2 =
1
2
g1g2(Qu|νu|2−Qd|νd|2)
M2Z′ =g
2
2(Q
2
u|νu|2+Q2d|νd|2+Q2S|s|2),
(5)
where
νu,d ≡
√
2〈φ0u,d〉, s=
√
2〈S〉, ν2 = (|νu|2+ |νd|2)∼ (246 GeV)2. (6)
The physical mass eigenvalues are M21,2, and the mixing angle θ is given by tan
2θ =
(M2Z0−M21)/(M22 −M2Z0). In the important special case MZ′  (MZ0, |∆|) one finds
M21 ∼M2Z0−
∆4
M2Z′
M22 M22 ∼M2Z′
θ ∼− ∆
2
M2Z′
∼Cg2
g1
M21
M22
with C = 2
[
Qu|νu|2−Qd|νd|2
|νu|2+ |νd|2
]
.
(7)
We have so far implicitly assumed canonical kinetic energy terms for the U(1) gauge
bosons. However, U(1) gauge invariance allow a more general kinetic mixing [4],
Lkin→−14F
0µν
1 F
0
1µν −
1
4
F0µν2 F
0
2µν −
sinχ
2
F0µν1 F
0
2µν (8)
for U(1)1×U(1)2. Such terms are usually absent initially, but a (usually small) χ may
be induced by loops, e.g., from nondegenerate heavy particles, in running couplings if
heavy particles decouple, or at the string level. The kinetic terms may be put in canonical
form by the non-unitary transformation(
Z01µ
Z02µ
)
=
(
1 − tanχ
0 1/cosχ
)(
Zˆ01µ
Zˆ02µ
)
, (9)
where the Zˆ0α may still undergo ordinary mass mixing, as in (4). The kinetic mixing has
a negligible effect on masses for |M2Z1|  |M2Z2| and |χ|  1, but the current coupling to
the heavier boson is shifted,
−L → g1Jµ1 Zˆ1µ +(g2Jµ2 −g1χJµ1 )Zˆ2µ . (10)
MODELS
There are an enormous number of models (e.g., [1]), distinguished by their gauge
coupling g2, their mass scale, their charges Q2, the exotic fermions needed for anomaly
cancellation, kinetic mixing, possible couplings to hidden sectors, whether one assumes
supersymmetry, etc, and there is no simple general parametrization. Some of the major
classes include:
• “Canonical” TeV-scale models with electroweak strength couplings, including the
sequential ZSM model with the same couplings to fermions as the Z, models based
on T3R and B−L, E6 models, and minimal gauge unification models.
• Those based on new TeV scale dynamics, such as Little Higgs models, un-unified
models, dynamical symmetry breaking models, e.g., with strong tt¯ coupling, etc.
• Kaluza-Klein excitations of the SM gauge bosons in models with large and/or
warped extra dimensions.
• Models in which the Z′ is decoupled from some or all of the SM particles, such as
leptophobic, fermiophobic or weak coupling models. These may have a low scale
or even massless Z′.
• Models in which the Z′ couples to a hidden sector, e.g., associated with dark matter
or supersymmetry breaking. Such a Z′may (almost) decouple from the SM particles
and serve as a weakly coupled “portal” to the hidden sector, or may couple to both
sectors, e.g., to mediate supersymmetry breaking.
• Supersymmetric models with a secluded or intermediate scale Z′, e.g., associated
with (approximately) flat directions, small Dirac mν from higher-dimensional op-
erators, etc.
• Models with family-nonuniversal couplings, leading to Z′-mediated FCNC.
• String derived models, which may be lead to Z′ coupled to T3R, B− L, or E6
couplings, or may appear “random”.
• Stückelberg models [5], which allow a Z′ mass without spontaneous symmetry
breaking.
• AnomalousU(1)′ models, which may be relevant to some string theories involving
large dimensions.
RECENT DEVELOPMENTS
There has been much recent work on models in which a Z′ connects the SM particles to
an otherwise hidden or dark sector. In some cases, theU(1)′ mainly couples to the hidden
sector, with a weak connection to the SM via small kinetic mixing (for a review, see [6]),
higher-dimensional operators, D-terms, Higgs fields, Chern-Simons Z′Zγ couplings,
etc., leading to the possibility of invisible Z′ decays to hidden sector particles and/or
suppressed decays to the SM particles. Alternatively, the U(1)′ may couple directly to
both sectors (as is common in string constructions), such as in Z′ mediation models.
Here, we mention several examples.
A massless Z′
An interesting possibility is that there are two massless gauge bosons, the photon (A)
and a new Z′, presumably with no direct couplings to the SM sector. A small kinetic
mixing of the form (8) could induce the interaction
−L → e(Jem− g2χ
e
Jµ2 )Aµ +g2J
µ
2 Z
′
µ , (11)
which differs from (10) since both gauge bosons are massless. In (11), g2J2 describes
possible interactions of the Z′ with a hidden sector. For small χ , e.g., χ = O(10−3) the
kinetic mixing induces effective milli-electric charges for the hidden sector particles [4].
Alternatively, the sectors could be connected by higher-dimensional operators [7], lead-
ing, e.g., to µ → eZ′. Implications of such models for dark matter have been studied
in [8, 9], possible string origins in [6, 10], and recent experimental and cosmological
constraints in [11, 12, 13].
An MeV/GeV Z′
A related possibility is that a Z′ in the MeV-GeV range (sometimes referred to as aU-
boson [14, 15]) acquires a weak coupling to Jem by kinetic mixing. Such a particle could
have implications for or is constrained by, e.g., gµ −2, e+e−→Uγ → e+e−γ , and even
the HyperCP events [16, 17].U-bosons have received much recent attention as a possible
implementation of a class of models that could account for the PAMELA positron excess
(if it is not astrophysical in origin) [18, 19]. The idea is that a heavy (hundreds of GeV)
dark matter particle X could annihilate into GeV Z′ s, which would decay preferentially
into light SM particles because of its small mass. The necessary large enhancement in
the XX annihilation cross section (needed in all such models) could be accounted for by
the Sommerfeld enhancement (from the distortion of the wave functions at low energy),
due to repeated Z′ exchange
Z′
Z′
X
X
e−
e+
e−
e+
– Typeset by FoilTEX – 1
XX → Z′Z′ → light SM
The same model could also account for the DAMA results if the Z′ couples inelasti-
cally [20], e.g., to X1X2 where there is a small (O(100 keV)) mass splitting between
the X1 and X2. At the LHC, such a light Z′ would be highly boosted, leading to narrow
“lepton jets” from Z′→ `+`−, possible displaced vertices, etc. [21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26,
27, 28, 29].
The Stückelberg extension of the Standard Model
For aU(1)′ (but not a non-abelian theory) it is p ssible to generate a (Stückelberg) Z′
mass [5] without breaking gauge invariance by writing
L =−1
4
CµνCµν − 12(mC
µ +∂ µσ)(mCµ +∂µσ), (12)
where Cµ is the gauge field which gauge transforms as ∆Cµ = ∂µβ , Cµν is the invari-
ant field strength, and σ is an axion-like scalar, with ∆σ = −mβ . The gauge fixing
terms cancel the Cµ∂ µσ cross term, leaving a massive vector and a decoupled σ , i.e.,
without a physical Higgs boson. Such terms can arise in several ways, including in five-
dimensional U(1) models, as the (µ2,λ )→ ∞ limit of the Higgs model with (−µ2/λ )
fixed; or in string/brane models with a Green-Schwarz mechanism [30, 31, 32].
Recently, a Stückelberg extension of the SM has been proposed [33, 34], with
L =LSM− 14C
µνCµν − 12(m2C
µ +m1Bµ +∂ µσ)2+gXCµJ
µ
X , (13)
where B is the SMU(1)Y boson, the new gauge fieldC couples to a hidden sector current
JX with coupling gX , and the ratio φ ∼ m1/m2 is assumed to be small. The Stückelberg
term generates a mass ∼m2 for the heavy boson (Z′ ∼C). The photon remains massless
but couples to the hidden sector with a tiny effective charge∝ φ . Similarly, the Z′ couples
to ordinary matter with a suppressed coupling ∝ φ . If there are no open decay channels
into the (unsuppressed) hidden sector, this will imply a very narrow Z′, e.g., with MZ′
in the 100 GeV-TeV range. There have been extensions of the model [30] to the MSSM
and to include kinetic mixing. Dark matter interpretations can involve either milli-weak
or milli-charged particles, and it is possible to account for the PAMELA events.
Hidden Valley Models
Hidden valley models [35, 36] assume the existence of a strongly-coupled hidden
sector which is connected to the SM particles by a weakly coupled Z′ or other suppressed
interactions. Hidden valley neutral bound state particles may escape the detector or
may decay back to SM particles with displaced vertices. A Z′ which mainly decays
to invisible particles may be detected by associated production, pp→ ZZ′,γZ′ [37].
Z′- mediated Supersymmetry Breaking
Z′-mediation [38, 39] is a top-down motivated scenario, which can occur when a
new U(1)′ couples to both the SM sector and the supersymmetry breaking sector,
allowing supersymmetry breaking to communicated by the MZ′ −MZ˜′ mass difference.
For example, if the U(1)′ gauge symmetry is not broken in the hidden sector, one may
still generate a Z′ gaugino mass at a supersymmetry breaking scale ΛS by its (model
dependent) couplings to the hidden sector particles. Then scalar mass-squares and A
terms for the SM particles can be generated at one loop-level by the couplings to the Z′
and Z˜′, and the MSSM gaugino masses at two-loop level:
eZ′
f
ef ef
– Typeset by FoilTEX – 1
ef
f
eZ′
ef
f
fλa fλa
j k
i
– Typeset by FoilTEX – 2
ef
f
eZ′
ef
f
fλa fλa
– Typeset by FoilTEX – 2
The ratio of the scalar to SM gaugino masses generated in this way is m f˜i/Ma∼ (4pi)3∼
1000. Since the SM gaugino masses need to be sufficiently heavy, Ma & 100 GeV, this
suggests two options:
• The Z′ mediation accounts for all of the soft breaking. For Ma ∼ 100− 1000
GeV one then requires scalar masses ∼ 100 TeV. The electroweak scale must be
achieved by a fine-tuning, yielding a mini version of split supersymmetry (the
original version [40] typically assumed m f˜ ∼ 109 GeV). Only the gauginos, a single
Higgs, and possibly the Z′ would be observable at the LHC.
• The scalar masses could be at 100-1000 GeV. The SM gauginos would have to ac-
quire mass by some other mechanism. For example, the combination with anomaly
mediation may yield a realistic spectrum [41, 42].
IMPLICATIONS
Finally, we comment on a TeV-scale Z′ with electroweak scale couplings. The implica-
tions of such a discovery would go far beyond the existence of a new vector particle.
Here, we list some of the possibilities (see [1] for more complete references).
• There are stringent limits on MZ′ and on Z − Z′ mixing from weak neutral cur-
rent, Z-pole, and LEP 2 experiments, and from direct searches by CDF and D0
at the Tevatron, yielding MZ′ > 800− 900 GeV for typical models with elec-
troweak coupling, and |θ | < few × 10−3 (e.g., [43]). The LHC has a discovery
potential to∼ 4−5 TeV through pp→ Z′→ e+e−,µ+µ−, j j, b¯b, t¯t,eµ,τ+τ−, and
should be able to make diagnostic studies of the Z′ couplings up to MZ′ ∼ 2− 2.5
TeV. Possible probes include forward-backward asymmetries; rapidity distribu-
tions; lineshape variables; associated production of Z′Z,Z′W,Z′γ; rare (but en-
hanced) decays such as Z′ → W f¯1 f2 involving a radiated W ; and decays such
as Z′ → W+W−,Zh,3Z, or W±H∓, in which the small mixing is compensated
by the longitudinal W,Z enhancement. (See [1, 2, 3] for the classic references,
and [44, 45, 46, 47] for recent developments.)
• AU(1)′ can yield a natural solution to µ problem in supersymmetry, by forbidding
an elementary µ term but allowing the superpotential term W ∼ λSSHuHd , where
S is a SM singlet charged under the U(1)′. This induces an effective µ parame-
ter µe f f = λS〈S〉, which is usually of the same scale as the soft supersymmetry
breaking parameters. This mechanism is similar to the NMSSM (e.g., [48]), but is
automatically free of induced tadpole and domain wall problems.
• TeV scale U(1)′ models generally involve an extended Higgs sector, requiring at
least a SM singlet S to break theU(1)′ symmetry. New F and D-term contributions
can relax the theoretical upper limit of∼ 130 GeV on the lightest Higgs scalar in the
MSSM up to ∼ 150 GeV, and smaller values of tanβ , e.g. ∼ 1, become possible.
Conversely, doublet-singlet mixing can allow a Higgs lighter than the direct SM
and MSSM limits. Such mixing as well as the extended neutralino sector can lead
to non-standard collider signatures [49, 50].
• U(1)′ models also have extended neutralino sectors [51], involving at least the Z˜′
gaugino and the S˜ singlino, allowing non-standard couplings (e.g., light singlino-
dominated), extended cascades, and modified possibilities for cold dark matter,
gµ −2, etc.
• Most U(1)′ models (with the exception of those involving B− L) require new
exotic fermions to cancel anomalies. These are usually non-chiral with respect to
the SM (to avoid precision electroweak constraints) but chiral under the U(1)′. A
typical example is a pair of SU(2)-singlet colored quarks DL,R with charge −1/3.
Such exotics may decay by mixing, although that is often forbidden by R-parity.
They may also decay by diquark or leptoquark couplings, or they be quasi-stable,
decaying by higher-dimensional operators [52, 53].
• A heavy Z′ may decay efficiently into sparticles, exotics, etc., constituting a “SUSY
factory” [54, 55, 56, 57, 58].
• TheU(1)′ charges may be family non-universal (especially in string constructions),
leading to FCNC when fermion mixings are turned on. The limits from K and µ
decays and interactions are sufficiently strong that only the third family is likely to
be non-universal [59]. Third family non-universality may lead to significant tree-
level effects [60], e.g., in Bs− B¯s mixing or in charmless Bd decays, competing with
SM loops, or with enhanced loops in the MSSM with large tanβ .
• A TeV-scale U(1)′ symmetry places new constraints on neutrino mass generation.
Various versions allow or exclude Type I or II seesaws, extended seesaws, or small
Dirac masses by higher-dimensional operators [53, 61, 62, 63, 64]; small Dirac
masses by non-holomorphic soft terms [65]; either Majorana (seesaw) or small
Dirac masses by string instantons [66, 67]; and Majorana masses associated with
spontaneous R-parity violation [68].
• Electroweak baryogenesis is relatively easy to implement because of the cubic A
term associated with the effective µ parameter and possible tree-level CP violation
in the Higgs sector (which is not significantly constrained by EDMs) [69].
CONCLUSIONS
• New Z′ s are extremely well motivated.
• MZ′ at the TeV scale is likely, especially in supersymmetry and alternative EWSB
models.
• The LHC has a discovery potential to ∼ 4− 5 TeV, and diagnostic capabilities to
∼ 2−2.5 TeV.
• There are major implications of a TeV-scale Z′ for particle physics and cosmology.
• A Z′ (massless, of at the GeV or TeV scale) could be a portal to a hidden and/or
dark sector.
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